Introduction
The monitoring and control of detector operating parameters are often crucial to a physics experiment.
These 'environmental' parameters may include low and high voltages, pressures, temperatures, and magnetic fields. Often the actual values must be recorded along with the experimental data for use in the final analysis of an experiment. These environmental parameters change, or require changing, at relatively slow rates when compared to particle data rates. Slow and thus relatively inexpensive hardware may be used for monitor and control. Often the main data acquisition computer is not available when the physical detector environment requires supervision. Therefore a separate system supervisor is needed. A Stand-Alone Monitor and Control system (SAMAC) satisfies these requirements.
In the typical high energy physics experiment the detector is a large system, both in physical size and in terms of the amount of equipment required. The electronics instrumentation equipment may be divided into two general catagories, the data acquisition instrumentation and the detector environment instrumentation. Although the dividing line is often not clear, this paper defines data acquisition instrumentation as that which acquires the data for each physics event. These would be items such as ADCs, counter 'hit' registers, TDCs, event trigger information, etc 
The System Components
The major SAMAC components are: (1) The system supervisor, which is a microprocessor system including a microprocessor chassis and a console terminal (the human interface); (2) a CAMAC system; (3) the monitor chassis system; (4) sensors and transducers (the experimental interface); and (5) the operating system, which is the software necessary to run the SAMAC hardware.
These five components combine to form a stand-alone system designed to monitor and control the general environmental system of many of the major detectors in use at SLAC. The hardware and software have been designed to allow convenient tailoring to match the individual requirements of each specific detector environmental system. The block drawing of a typical stand-alone system is shown in Fig. 1 . An expanded system which includes communication links to an experimental data acquisition computer and to the SLAC main computation system (the 'TRIPLEX'), and also allows control of the monitor and control system by the data acquisition computer, is shown in Fig. 2 
The System Supervisor
The system supervisor consists of a processor chassis, microprocessor and interface cards, and peripheral components. The chassis (described in more detail below) is a SLAC-designed enclosure which includes a commercial card-cage and power supply. The microprocessor subsystem consists of the Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-11/2 (KD11-HA), and RAM, PROM, ASCII interface, etc., boards manufactured by DEC and others. 'This system was chosen because of the wide use and available hardware and software support, both in general and especially at SLAC.
Peripherals that are required include a console terminal and an LSI-11 Q-Bus to CAMAC interface. A dual floppy-disk system is usually included for program loading and storage. These are all commercial units.
A complete description of the system including configuration details, is contained in Ref. provide the necessary air flow for the cards and power supply. Four printed circuit boards are used for system control and basic ASCII-port interfacing. The chassis top cover is designed to mount in the rack rather than on the chassis. Thus the unit is enclosed when in the rack, but when slid forward for access it is immediately exposed without having to remove the cover. The four chassis PC boards are:
(1) The front panel board (Fig. 4) which mounts all displays and control switches except the main AC power circuit breaker. 
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(2) The system control board (Fig. 4) Systems that desire optimum communication with the data acquisition computer will require that both the system supervisor and the data acquisition computer have access to the CAMAC System Crate, each through its own crate controller. To provide communication, a 4K x 24-bit-word Random Access Memory module is installed in the System Crate so that data may be passed in both directions using CAMAC accesses. This requires the addition of one auxiliary-bus crate controller, as well as the RAM module. (4) The Monitor Chassis Subsystem through 15 for the 16 connectors P2 through P17. This hard-wired code is compared with the CardAddress data to select a single card for any given Data-card command.
The monitor chassis consists of one or more chassis, each with a I/O board, power supply card, chassis control card, and a collection of up to 16 Data-cards. The Data-cards perform the monitor and control interfacing to the detector subsystems.
The monitor chassis subsystem has been designed as a much slower yet cost-effective analog of the general CAMAC concept for use where speed and massive data transfers are not required. By using inexpensive plastic-body I/O connectors (interfaced as part of the backplane), 'hardware-less' card construction, and CMOS integrated circuits to reduce power supply and cooling requirements, the chassis costs have been kept low. The general design goal that signal latching only be done where needed, and that prior data is not latched for readout except when that latch is otherwise required for system operation, has also kept costs down. In a monitor and control system where each output command should cause a desired response, monitoring the response should be a sufficient check on the operation of the control system. If the response is invalid, maintenance is required, regardless of the cause of the invlaid response. Also, in these (detector) types of systems, improper operation usually implies or requires a subsystem shutdown, regardless of the specific cause.
A cost analysis is given in Ref. 2 . In general, the combination of a CAMAC System Crate and the expandable Monitor Chassis front end is a very costeffective approach.
Monitor Chassis Description Each Monitor Chassis consists of a card-cage and backplane assembly. The unit is 10.5 inches (6U) high, 15 inches deep, and mounts in a standard 19 inch rack (Fig. 8) . The backplane contains 19 card-edge connectors and 128 rear-mounted, 5-pin, data I/O connectors (Fig. 9) . When viewed from the front, the 19 slots have the following functions: (a) The left-hand slot is for a power supply card.
There are two standard power supplies available. Both provide ±15 volts of regulated DC for system power, and ±10 volts DC each at a maximum of 20 milliamps for reference power. Card SA-135-615-10 provides for system power of ±750 milliamps (Fig. 8) , and card SA-135-675-11 provides for system power of ±2.5 amps (Fig. 10b) . (c) The next slot on the right is designed for the control card ONLY (Fig. 10a) . The edge connector and spacing is the same as used on the Data I/O cards. This allows the use of one type of extender card for the system (Fig. 8) 
Sensors and Transducers
Although some items are of general use, the selection of these devices is usually very detector dependent, and is done as part of detector system design. System Software -The Operating System A general purpose operating system has been described in a previous publication (Ref. 3) . Written in PL-11, the system software provides all of the general control and access functions needed for both the CAMAC and Monitor Chassis subsystems. A full description of the operating system is contained the reference.
Summary and Conclusions I have described a monitor and control system which is in operation in several experimental installations at SLAC. All basic design goals have been met. Experiment changes have occurred which have required system modification and expansion. The changed requirements were easily met by the addition of Data-cards and sensors. The ability to exchange cards without removing system wiring has been found to be a major asset in the maintenance of these systems. Some additional SLAC experiments presently being developed will include the SAMAC systems.
